New From Peru

I've added specimens from two great Peruvian localities in this Peru Update (click here) - tennantite specimens from Mundo Nuevo and pyrite specimens from Huanzala.

The tennantite specimens are superb for this mineral. Originally believed to be tetrahedrite, a substantial amount of analysis of the material from this find has confirmed that these specimens from Mundo Nuevo should be labelled tennantite. There is more specific information about this in the specimen descriptions under "About These Tennantites".

The pyrite specimens from Huanzala are particularly high quality ones I've acquired individually in recent years, including a couple acquired in Peru.
Hope you enjoy these!

**Canadian and US Dollar**

The currency disparity remains significant in favour of the U.S. dollar these days. My usual reminder - prices on the website are in Canadian dollars (if you are thinking in - or used to browsing online minerals in - US dollar terms).
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The link for all new specimens on the website:

http://www.mcdougallminerals.com/New-Specimens.html

(If at any time you no longer wish to receive email from us, please just click below to unsubscribe.)
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